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Part One: Background
Introduction

Since the introduction of the Junior Certificate in 1989, and subsequent developments in the curriculum at junior cycle such as the introduction of the Junior Certificate School Programme (JCSP), many significant changes have occurred within Irish society. The profile of junior cycle students has changed, reflecting a greater diversity of learning needs, including students with special educational needs.

Legislative and policy change in the area of special education has served as the foundation for the drive towards inclusion and focused attention on the issue of equality and entitlement for students with special educational needs.

Under the terms of the Education Act¹, the NCCA has the function of advising the Minister for Education and Skills on curriculum and assessment for students with a disability or other special educational needs. Although there are many different categories of special educational needs, the NCCA’s initial work under this remit focused on students with general learning disabilities. In 2002, the NCCA developed and published Draft Guidelines for Teachers of Students with General Learning Disabilities. This was followed by a consultation process where the partners in education were invited to give their feedback and comments on the draft guidelines. This feedback informed the final publication of the Guidelines for Teachers of Students with General Learning Disabilities (2007).

That feedback also flagged a gap in curriculum, assessment and certification provision at junior cycle for students within the low mild to moderate range of general learning disabilities. The consultation found that even with the most sophisticated differentiation approaches including JCSP provision mainstream junior cycle remained inaccessible to a small group of students. A further, significant point was also made – the curriculum was not fully appropriate for this group of students who needed concerted support in personal, social and vocational development.

The introduction of a new Junior Cycle programme in 2014 aimed to make the curriculum more accessible to students with special educational needs. L2LPs were introduced in 2014 to include the small group of students referred to here.

The NCCA is currently developing Level 1 Learning Programmes for those students who have low moderate to severe and profound learning disabilities to make junior cycle further inclusive.

“The Framework for Junior Cycle (2015) gives schools greater flexibility to design programmes that are suited to the needs of their junior cycle students and to the particular context of their school”

A Framework for Junior Cycle: DES 2015

¹ Education Act (1988): Section 41(2)
Target group

Students undertaking a L2LP are those with disabilities categorised as being in the lower mild to higher moderate range of general learning disabilities.

These students will benefit from an L2LP as it purposely focuses on development and learning in such areas as: elementary literacy and numeracy, language and communication, mobility and leisure skills, motor coordination and social and personal development.

The provision of Individual Education Plans (IEPs)\(^2\), when fully implemented, would apply to a lot of these students. While there is no definitive, agreed and accepted source of data on the prevalence of special educational needs in Ireland, the National Council for Special Education (NCSE) estimates that between 18-25% of all children in Ireland have special educational needs. Not all students with mild general learning disabilities are included in the group of students under discussion here, so the target group in question represents a very small percentage of all students with special educational needs. These are students who are most likely to be in the category that requires School PLUS Support (A Continuum of Support for Post-Primary Schools Guidelines, National Educational Psychological Service, 2007).

Occasionally there may be a student undertaking L2LPs for whom recognition of learning in one or two subjects at Level 3 is also accessible. These students should be accommodated to undertake learning at both levels so all of their achievements may be recognised.

The majority of students of junior cycle age in these categories are enrolled in special schools. Others are in special classes in mainstream post-primary schools and some are in mixed-ability classes in these schools. In a typical post-primary school they may amount to two or three students. It is envisaged that as far as possible the students under consideration here who are in mainstream settings will undertake their L2LPs in mainstream classes. Of course there may be occasions when small group or one-to-one teaching is more appropriate.

The majority of students of junior cycle age in these categories are enrolled in special schools. Others are in special classes in mainstream post-primary schools and some are in mixed-ability classes in post-primary schools. In a typical post-primary school they may amount to two or three students.

---

\(^2\) It is recognised that IEPs, as outlined by the EPSEN Act, 2004, have yet to be fully implemented in schools.
The purpose of these guidelines is to assist teachers in any setting in designing learning programmes to meet the specific needs of the students in question. The guidelines have been developed with a number of schools and settings already working with this group of students. The engagement with schools has highlighted many of the issues and challenges experienced in including this group of students. While it has also provided the opportunity to identify and explore examples of current good practice in teaching and learning in this area, the engagement has confirmed the need for a different, more concerted approach to curriculum and assessment to meet the needs of the students in question.

L2LPs are broadly aligned with Level 2 of the National Framework of Qualifications. Students undertaking L2LPs are awarded the Junior Cycle Profile of Achievement (JCPA). This is a school certificate awarded to all students at the end of their Junior Cycle programme in recognition of the full range of their achievements at this stage of their education.
Learning programmes

The junior cycle is the final phase of compulsory education and it covers a critically important period in the lives of all young people. It is a time of change, of growth and development for students as they move from childhood towards early adulthood. While recognising that young people in junior cycle can display different degrees of maturity and rates of progress, preparation for adult living often occurs implicitly. The students of Level 2 Learning Programmes need programmes that explicitly identify and develop the key areas of learning needed for adult living. These areas are set out as five Priority Learning Units (PLUs).

Rewarding achievement

Ongoing reporting on the progress and achievements of students who undertake a L2LP through the school’s regular reports to parents until the third term of the academic year in which the student’s work is being presented for the Junior Cycle Profile of Achievement (JCPA). At that point the students’ achievements are formally recognised on the JCPA.

There is further guidance for schools on reporting in the section of these Guidelines entitled Assessment and Reporting.

Communicating and Literacy

Numeracy

Personal Care

Living in a Community

Preparing for Work
Structure of the guidelines

The guidelines are set out in three parts. This section introduces the guidelines.

Part Two outlines the vision, principles and features which underpin Level 2 Learning Programmes. It details the Priority Learning Units around which the learning programmes are built. Part Three looks at assessment and reporting: how evidence of learning is generated, gathered and reported on in Level 2 Learning Programmes. Part Four looks at how schools can use the guidelines to develop learning programmes. It includes a range of sample learning programmes developed by schools working with the NCCA.

Further support for teachers in using these guidelines has been developed through a Level 2 Toolkit which is available at http://www.curriculumonline.ie/Junior-cycle/Level-2-LPs

Level 2 Learning Programmes and the Framework for Junior Cycle

A Framework for Junior Cycle is underpinned by eight principles and twenty-four statements of learning. These are applicable to all students at Junior Cycle so the principles and features of L2LPs are aligned with them and further elaborate on them.

Specifications for subjects and short courses as described by A Framework for Junior Cycle are:

- outcomes based
- reflect a continuum of learning with a focus on learner progression
- set out clear expectations for learners
- provide examples of those expectations
- include a focus on the eight key skills of junior cycle
- clear, consistent and as accessible as possible

These characteristics also feature in the specifications of the Priority Learning Units of L2LPs and in the Level 2 short courses developed for study by students undertaking L2LPs.
Part Two: Guidelines
2.1 Vision

Students are at the centre of teaching and learning, and will have an educational experience that addresses their individual needs and enables them to live, learn, work and contribute with the greatest degree of autonomy in the communities to which they belong.

2.2 Principles

The principles are set out to assist schools and teachers in designing learning programmes appropriate to the needs of their students. They are elaborations of those that have informed A Framework for Junior Cycle.

Engagement and participation

Students have the opportunity to engage with the PLUs through a variety of educational experiences. The challenge is to address individual learning needs while offering a wide ranging curriculum similar to that experienced by other junior cycle students.

Inclusive education: choice and flexibility

Programmes are inclusive in their planning, design and operation. They are designed to meet the needs of the student to support his/her inclusion in the life of the school or setting. They are flexible by nature and reflect the reality of the range of contexts and settings involved. They are subject to continual review, development and adjustment in the interest of the student.

Continuity and development

Programmes are planned with a view to easing the major transition points that students face, particularly the move from primary to post-primary education. A programme that builds on prior learning and supports students in making links within and across learning areas provides for continuity and opens up pathways for further learning. Programmes can encourage and support students to engage with learning at the next level of the NFQ, to look to the future and prepare for life after leaving school.

Relevance and enjoyment

Programmes have meaning for students, are enjoyable, and support them in achieving their potential. Consideration is given to the student’s prior learning and experiences, personal and social development and age-appropriateness.
2.3 Features

Features describe practices, approaches and elements you would expect to see at work in a learning programme. They may not be continuously in evidence, but reflect how the programmes are realised in schools and other settings. The features identified are neither exhaustive nor exclusive. While they allow for flexibility in the design and implementation of learning programmes, they also ensure a certain degree of coherence across them.

Collaborating

Programme planning requires a collaborative approach, between students, their parents, subject teachers, learning support or resource teachers, special needs assistants, and other relevant professionals.

Personalising learning

Tailoring teaching and learning to individual learning needs is necessary to achieve the best possible progress and outcomes for the student. Relating programmes to a student’s IEP where one exists, achieves a better fit between the programme and the student’s prior knowledge, learning achievements, special interests and future aspirations.

Transferring learning

Building the capacity of the student to transfer learning to new situations is a priority. Students need considerable and continual support to develop this capacity. This involves offering regular opportunities for learning activity that sees the student transferring learning from one context to another, reinforcing the initial learning and building on it.

Linking learning with the wider community

Tapping into resources within the local and wider community offers a variety of opportunities for the student to develop their vocational, social and personal skills. This might include work experience opportunities, linking with other schools and inviting guest speakers into the school.

Learning to learn

Learning programmes should support the students to become independent in their learning and conscious of themselves as students. This, for example, could involve encouraging the student to think about strategies to use when they approach a learning task, such as applying a step-by-step method.

Using information & communication technology (ICT)

The potential that ICT offers for students is recognized in the learning programme. ICT can enable students to complete tasks at their own pace in areas which might otherwise be difficult or stressful such as writing a story, reading activities, developing language skills and awareness, and numeracy. It can also enable students to progress their work individually while still being part of a wider class group.

Differentiating

Inclusion involves recognition that not all learners are the same in how they learn, in what they can learn and in the pace and progress of their learning. Differentiation is concerned with appropriately matching teaching, learning and assessment approaches to the students, so that goals and work completion targets are realistic and attainable for all. This may include looking at individual student’s interests, previous experiences, level of motivation, personal expectations, and the pace of learning and completion of work.

Recognising progress and achievement

Although progress usually implies vertical movement through a hierarchy of knowledge, concepts and skills, progress for some students may be lateral in nature. Some students may continue to learn at the same level but in new and different contexts rather than moving to a higher level of complexity or difficulty. Success is viewed in broader terms than those of academic achievement and accomplishment, and encompasses aspects of learning like effort and persistence.
2.4 Priority Learning Units

There are five Priority Learning Units (PLUs) at the heart of every Level 2 Learning Programme. These prepare students for the opportunities, responsibilities and experiences of adult and working life and lifelong learning. The five PLUs are Communicating and literacy, Numeracy, Personal care, Living in a community and Preparing for work. They are presented as self-contained units but when used in learning programmes will be integrated and developed in a wide range of learning contexts.

Each PLU is described in general terms, followed by a summary list of the main elements of each PLU set out in a table. This is followed by more detailed learning outcomes associated with each of the elements. The learning outcomes describe what students will be able to do to demonstrate evidence of achieving the learning.

The learning outcomes for each PLU are broadly aligned with the Level Indicators for Level 2 of the NFQ (Appendix 1).

The PLUs are clearly interconnected; they overlap and interlink in many ways. Fostering awareness in the student of the interdependence of these areas is an integral element of personal growth and contributes significantly to the ultimate aim of lifelong learning.
PLU

Communicating and literacy

Communication underpins all learning and is fundamental to the capacity to transfer learning. Learning in this unit covers both verbal and non-verbal ways of receiving and giving information. Communication may take the form of listening and responding using augmentative or alternative communication systems.

Literacy is fundamental to learning, as it unlocks access to the wider curriculum and is underpinned by the idea of students developing competence in reading and writing as a goal in itself and as a means through which new learning is acquired and communicated. The unit looks at developing reading and writing skills and includes reference to how ICT is used in communication. The term communication is used in a broad way in this unit, which also considers how students can communicate through the expressive arts such as music and dance.

Elements of the PLU Communicating and literacy

- Speaking appropriately for a variety of purposes and demonstrating attentiveness as a listener
- Using non-verbal behaviour to get the message across
- Reading to obtain basic information
- Using a range of writing forms to express opinions
- Using expressive arts to communicate
- Using suitable technologies for a range of purposes
## Communicating and literacy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Learning outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Speaking appropriately for a variety of purposes and demonstrating attentiveness as a listener</strong></td>
<td><strong>Students should be able to:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Listen to obtain information relating to more than one option, <em>e.g.</em> listen to school related announcements, <em>using a speaking timetable to get a train arrival and departure time.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Ask questions to obtain information, <em>e.g.</em> to check dates/prices (face to face and by telephone), <em>booking a meal over the telephone.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Follow a series of spoken instructions under supervision, <em>e.g.</em> go to teacher’s room, local shop, or post office, <em>top up a mobile telephone.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Express personal opinions, facts and feelings appropriately, <em>e.g.</em> expressing an opinion on a television programme, <em>relate news from their weekend.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Participate in practical, formal and informal communications, <em>e.g.</em> an interview or a parent teacher meeting, an interview with peers on interest related topics, <em>chatting while out with friends, making announcements on the school intercom.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Listen to and respond to a range of stories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Using non-verbal behaviour to get the message across</strong></td>
<td>• Identify a range of non-verbal communications methods, <em>e.g.</em> facial expression, tones of voice, symbols, clothing, colours to <em>signal mood/appropriate action.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Use appropriate non-verbal behaviour in communicating a simple idea, <em>e.g.</em> disappointment or joy, <em>tone of voice to seek assistance/complain.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Relay a response or request non-verbally, <em>e.g.</em> signalling a phone call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Respond to non-verbal signals and signs encountered in daily life, <em>e.g.</em> road signs, traffic signs, hazardous materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Follow the sequence of non-verbal instructions or directions for a frequent activity, <em>e.g.</em> using household equipment with three or more operations, <em>putting a battery in a toy, finding safety exits/ following fire drill.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reading to obtain basic information</strong></td>
<td>• Read familiar words that are commonly used and personally relevant, <em>e.g.</em> read a list of items relating to a personal interest/sport/hobby, names of family members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Use simple rules and text conventions that support meaning, <em>e.g.</em> pause at a full stop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Interpret different forms of writing and text, including social signs and symbols, <em>e.g.</em> common formats of bills, menus, forms, timetables, road and other signs, simple food preparation instructions (boil an egg, make a sandwich, make a cup of tea), short piece of personally relevant writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Find key information from different forms of writing, <em>e.g.</em> locate factual information in forms/bills, times and dates of appointments, menus, timetables, newspapers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Use a range of reading strategies, <em>e.g.</em> clues, context, sound, prediction and decoding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Communicating and literacy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Learning outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students should be able to:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Using a range of writing forms to express opinions** | • Write/type notes and messages needed for simple tasks, e.g. *address an envelope*  
• Write/type at least five sentences so that they convey meaning or information, e.g. *arrange a meeting with a friend, give directions*  
• Use the main rules of writing appropriately, e.g. *use capitals and full stops*  
• Use a range of spelling patterns, e.g. *add ‘ing’ to a word – drop, double or nothing*  
• Use a range of different forms of writing to suit purpose and audience, e.g. *write a cheque, fill a simple form, complete a diary entry* |
| **Using expressive arts to communicate** | • Participate in a performance or a presentation, e.g. *presentation of a short drama piece to members of the class, performance of dance or music to parents*  
• Create a range of images using a variety of materials  
• Produce a piece of work for display  
• Listen to a range of music and respond by discussing thoughts and feelings, e.g. *favourite singer and say why they like their music*  
• Use drama or dance to explore real and imaginary situations |
| **Using suitable technologies for a range of purposes** | • Identify three everyday uses of technology, e.g. *for learning, working, and for fun*  
• Use technology requiring not more than three functions, for personal, home and educational/workplace use, e.g. *assistive technologies, mobile phone (pre-programmed numbers), photocopier, computer, camera, DVD/video player, household appliances*  
• Use technology to communicate in an activity with others  
• Use a new piece of ICT equipment  
• Turn a personal computer on and off safely, e.g. *following the steps to shut down a computer*  
• Identify the information symbols on a desktop, e.g. *internet explorer symbol*  
• Use frequently used keys appropriately  
• Use a software package, involving opening a package, entering and manipulating text/image/data, save to file, print and exit safely, e.g. *clipart, word document, electronic presentation*  
• Access a range of websites on the internet e.g. *scoilnet, websites of personal interest to the student*  
• Find information for a project on the web.  
• Send and open an email |
Numeracy is not simply a subset of mathematics. It is also a life skill that focuses on reasoning and sense making. It permeates and supports learning across the curriculum.

This unit looks at how students can develop an awareness of patterns and relationships in shape and number, as well as skills in estimation and measurement. The student’s ability to solve problems is also seen as central to the unit.

Numeracy is a daily living skill, with significant applications to home and community life, as well as in the area of academic progress and achievement.

This unit draws on a broad range of real life experiences, helping students develop knowledge and understanding in a range of topics such as number, shapes, space, money, time, and measurement.

**Elements of the PLU Numeracy**

- Managing money
- Developing an awareness of number
- Developing an awareness of temperature
- Developing an awareness of weight and capacity
- Developing an awareness of length and distance
- Using a calculator
- Developing spatial awareness
- Using data for a range of different purposes
- Using shapes
- Developing an awareness of time
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numeracy</th>
<th>Learning outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elements</strong></td>
<td><strong>Learning outcomes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Managing money</strong></td>
<td>Students should be able to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Recognise frequently used Euro notes and coins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Pay for an item correctly and count the change in a mock-up or real life shopping transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Explain a shopping receipt, in relation to what was bought, money tendered and correct change given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Understand a common household bill in relation to the service provided, how much being charged and how it can be paid for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Recognise the difference between using money to buy essential items and luxury items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Plan a personal budget for a week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Save a small amount of money each week to buy an item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Developing an awareness of number</strong></td>
<td>• Recognise numbers up to 100 in N, e.g. knowing how many zeros for tens, hundreds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Recognise place value in relation to units, tens and hundreds, e.g. knowing how many zeros for tens, hundreds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Add two digit whole numbers that total less than 100 in the context of an everyday situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Subtract two digit whole numbers in the context of an everyday situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Estimate quantities to the nearest value in broad terms, e.g. to the nearest quantity in 10s or 100s as appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Developing an awareness of temperature</strong></td>
<td>• Use appropriate words to describe temperature, e.g. hot and cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Identify instruments used for indicating and adjusting temperature, e.g. thermometer, marked oven dials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Relate temperatures to everyday situations, e.g. heating in a classroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Locate appropriate temperatures on a cooker dial, e.g. gas mark 4, 200 degrees Celsius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Compare temperatures for the different times of the year, e.g. hot in summer and cold in winter, keep a simple weather log</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Developing an awareness of weight and capacity</strong></td>
<td>• Use appropriate vocabulary to describe the units of weight and capacity, e.g. litres, 500ml, kilograms, grams (pictorial or concrete)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Identify the marks for the units of weight and capacity, e.g. using a measuring jug, using a weighing scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• List some examples of weight and capacity from daily life, e.g. knowing own weight, a litre of milk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Use a graduated vessel to work out the capacity of liquids, e.g. using a jug to measure litre of milk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Use a weighing scales to work out the weight of powders and solids, e.g. weighing the ingredients for a cake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Developing an awareness of length and distance</strong></td>
<td>• Use appropriate vocabulary to describe the units in length and distance, e.g. kilometres, metres, centimetres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Identify the units of length and distance on a ruler, metre stick and measuring tape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Use a ruler to draw and measure different lengths of lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Estimate the length of common objects, e.g. the length of a book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Measure the length of common places, e.g. bedroom, kitchen, classroom using a measuring tape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elements</td>
<td>Learning outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numeracy</td>
<td>Students should be able to:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Using a calculator             | • Find digits 0–9 and the decimal point and necessary operations buttons (+, −, ÷, =) on a calculator  
• Use a calculator to solve simple problems, e.g. add two items  
• Use a calculator to correct work which has been completed without the use of a calculator  
• Find and use a calculator on a mobile phone to work out how much several items will cost in a shopping trip |
| Developing spatial awareness   | • Use appropriate vocabulary to describe direction, e.g. clockwise, anti-clockwise, horizontal, vertical  
• Use a simple map to find a given location  
• Draw a simple map to give directions  
• Calculate the distance between two places on a map  
• Use the body or body parts to move in a given direction  
• Move a range of objects in given directions |
| Using data for a range of different purposes | • Identify uses of data in everyday life, e.g. class survey on the most popular movie for teenagers  
• Identify basic approaches to data collection, e.g. record sheets, tally system  
• Collect a range of data using one of the following: a survey, record sheet, tally system or audio-visual records  
• Interpret basic data of two criteria, e.g. more/less of one class than another, bigger/smaller  
• Construct basic representations to communicate data with two criteria, e.g. drawing a pictogram/bar chart  
• Talk about/discuss information from basic data e.g. a pictogram, bar chart or trend graph |
| Using shapes                   | • Name common 2D and 3D shapes in everyday life, e.g. circles, rectangles, cubes, cylinders and spheres  
• Divide a line into two equal segments without measuring, e.g. by folding  
• Find axes of symmetry of familiar 2D shapes and figures by folding, and mark them  
• List the properties of common 2D shapes and 3D forms, e.g. number of faces, edges  
• Sort 2D and 3D shapes and forms in relation to size |
| Developing an awareness of time| • Tell the time from an analogue clock for the hour, half hour and quarter hour  
• Tell the time from a digital clock for the hour, half hour and quarter hour  
• Identify key times during the day, on the hour, half hour and quarter hour, e.g. lunch breaks, use of visual schedule  
• Solve problems to work out the passage of time, e.g. use the start and finish time to calculate duration of journey or programme, calculate the duration of a specific programme  
• Find a specified day or date on a calendar or timetable, e.g. my birthday  
• Match months or activities with their seasons, e.g. matching pictures of the seasons to the relevant months |
Personal Care

This unit is concerned with the personal development of the students. It deals with their health and wellbeing covering areas such as healthy eating habits and healthy lifestyles. It is concerned with enabling students to be as independent as possible in catering for their personal care needs. This includes becoming aware of their sexuality, managing stress, and knowing how to stay safe in a range of contexts.

Elements of the PLU Personal care

- Developing good daily personal care
- Developing healthy eating habits
- Developing a healthy lifestyle
- Being able to manage stress
- Knowing how to stay safe
- Becoming aware of one’s sexuality
- Recognising emotions
- Making personal decisions
## Personal Care

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Learning outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Developing good daily personal care</td>
<td>Students should be able to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Identify essential daily personal care practices, e.g. brushing my teeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Describe the most important ways of keeping the body clean, e.g. taking a shower or a bath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Identify some benefits of good personal care, e.g. brushing my teeth will make them last longer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Explain the benefits of a range of daily personal care products, e.g. dental care products, anti-perspirants, hair care, foot care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Maintain an agreed personal care plan, e.g. every day I will brush my teeth twice (morning and evening)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Give two or three reasons to care for personal belongings, e.g. if I wash my clothes, they will last longer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Identify appropriate clothing for a range of routine activities at home, at work and in the community, e.g. highlight times during the school week where specific clothing is required, matching pictures of outfits to a list of activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing healthy eating habits</td>
<td>• Sort familiar foods according to food group, e.g. fruit/vegetable, meat/fish, dairy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Describe typical foods and drinks associated with a well-balanced diet, e.g. eating fruit and vegetables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Describe common consequences of good diet, e.g. healthy heart, strong bones, clear skin, dental health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Participate in the preparation of healthy meals, e.g. breakfast and lunch/dinner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Identify common safe practices associated with food preparation and storage, e.g. washing your hands, separating raw/cooked meat in a domestic fridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Demonstrate appropriate food hygiene and safety practices, e.g. using a hair net, cleaning a worktop before using it again</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing a healthy lifestyle</td>
<td>• Identify three personal benefits of regular exercise, e.g. healthy weight, feeling good and having fun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Outline a personal weekly exercise plan, e.g. walking to school daily, playing a sport, keeping a weekly exercise log of activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Demonstrate the principles of safe exercise practice, e.g. warming up, cooling down, wearing appropriate footwear and clothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Maintain an exercise routine in a well-structured environment, e.g. complete an exercise during a PE class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Explain how the food we eat contributes to our state of health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Give two examples of lifestyle choices which affect our health, e.g. eating too much fat will make you gain weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Identify a range of emotional and physical states, e.g. using a range of images to identify a range of emotional and physical states</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Personal Care

### Elements | Learning outcomes
---|---
### Being able to manage stress | Students should be able to:
- Describe school/personal/community situations that are stressful
- Recognise some of the signs of stress
- Identify some ways to relax, e.g. go for a walk, watch a movie
- Demonstrate a relaxation technique, e.g. taking a deep breath
- Practise a range of relaxation techniques in real life circumstances, e.g. taking time to actively enjoy the immediate environment, breathing exercises when queuing
- Identify a range of situations in which ability to relax has been helpful, e.g. not knowing what is happening next in class

### Knowing how to stay safe | Students should be able to:
- Identify key safety risks in the workplace/home/community, e.g. trailing leads, plugs, TV and electrical equipment
- Recognise when personal safety is threatened, e.g. bullying/harassment
- Name daily practices that promote personal safety, e.g. using pedestrian crossings, disconnecting electrical equipment at night, pouring hot liquids in after cold, wearing protective clothes/gloves, seeking advice
- Describe appropriate response when a risk is identified, e.g. find a safe exit, contact person/organisation, respond to a fire drill, talk about/list the steps that you should follow if you see a fire

### Becoming aware of one’s sexuality | Students should be able to:
- Identify the standard names of the sexual organs, e.g. using the body board or other appropriate visual aids
- Describe the functions of the sexual parts of the body, e.g. using the body board or other appropriate visual aids
- Recognise the physical and emotional changes which occur in girls and boys during adolescence
- Recognise the difference between appropriate and inappropriate ways of expressing feelings
- Recognise the difference between a friendship and a more intimate relationship

### Recognising emotions | Students should be able to:
- Identify common emotions and associated words used to express them
- Recognise their own emotional responses to a range of situations, e.g. happy, sad, impatient, angry, upset
- Describe appropriate ways of expressing their emotions
- Recognise the emotions of others, e.g. know what upsets him/her, be aware that if he/she is upset, others in the room may become upset
- React in an emotionally appropriate way in a given situation, e.g. a friend receives bad news

### Making personal decisions | Students should be able to:
- List the main values in the student’s life
- Describe how values are linked to making decisions in a range of scenarios, e.g. consider peer pressure, possible consequences, having reliable information, physical/emotional state, social expectations
- Make a list of what and who can influence decision-making
- Identify the choices and consequences involved in an imminent short term decision
- Explore the consequences of decisions made, both while implementing and on conclusion, e.g. stopping smoking, losing weight, saving money
Living in a Community

This unit assists students in developing strategies to establish and maintain positive relationships with people around them. The elements include knowing how to deal with conflict and how to seek help and advice. It also considers the student’s local community and the use of local facilities available to them.

Elements of the PLU Living in a community

- Developing good relationships
- Resolving conflict
- Using local facilities
- Seeking help and advice
- Making consumer choices
### Living in a community

#### Elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Developing good relationships</th>
<th>Learning outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students should be able to:</td>
<td>• Recognise different kinds of relationships, e.g. parent/child, student/teacher, student/student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Identify situations where people speak differently depending on audience, e.g. peers, teachers, parents, other adults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• List ways in which name calling and teasing can be hurtful to self and others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Recognise/list ways in which they would like to be treated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Describe ways of making and keeping friends, e.g. identify traits which are/are not desirable in a friendship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Participate co-operatively in a group situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Recognise the importance of respect in relationships</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resolving conflict</th>
<th>Learning outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students should be able to:</td>
<td>• Describe what peer pressure is, give examples of peer pressure and suggest ways of handling it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Describe ways of handling peer pressure, e.g. role-play conflict situations between friends and how to resolve them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Demonstrate an ability to negotiate with peers, e.g. in the sharing of equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Describe the characteristics of bullying behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Identify the school’s approach to dealing with bullying behaviour, e.g. being sent to the principal’s office, use of behaviour chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Identify the steps for dealing with conflict, e.g. stop and do not react straight away, listen to advice from an adult</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Using local facilities</th>
<th>Learning outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students should be able to:</td>
<td>• List ways of spending leisure time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Identify familiar places and organisations in the local community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Distinguish between what is free and what has to be paid for in the local community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Participate in a school-based community project and record their participation, e.g. a litter campaign</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seeking help and advice</th>
<th>Learning outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students should be able to:</td>
<td>• Name the relevant agencies that offer support and advice to the public, e.g. Citizen Advice Centre, local information centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Describe the school’s procedure for reporting an incident, e.g. if someone is bullying you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Compile a short list of people or groups who can provide support, including personal contacts and groups/organisations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Describe how to contact a range of people or organisations in their local area that can provide help and advice, e.g. local Garda station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Visit a local community organisation and ask for advice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Making consumer choices</th>
<th>Learning outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students should be able to:</td>
<td>• List two organisations that work on behalf of consumers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Describe situations when an item needs to be brought back to a shop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Describe what a guarantee is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Identify labels on packages, clothes etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Recognise the most important signs and symbols on labels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Write a complaint or make a verbal complaint in a mock situation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Preparing for work

The unit Preparing for Work assists students in making the transition from school to further education, training or employment. It focuses on preparing students for working life through activities ranging from developing a curriculum vitae and identifying the different services in their local community to attaining new independent skills, for example the ability to use public transport. It also looks at how students can develop health and safety skills and set goals for their learning.

Elements of the PLU Preparing for work

- Being able to set goals for learning
- Finding out about work
- Preparing for a work related activity
- Developing an awareness of health and safety using equipment
- Taking part in a work related activity
## Preparing for work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Learning outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Being able to set goals for learning** | - Set learning goals, *e.g.* by the end of this week I will finish my book  
- Create a learning plan which includes the necessary steps and timeframe to complete it. Link the plan to an IEP, *e.g.* each night I am going to read a page of my book  
- Implement the plan, *e.g.* for a week  
- Express opinions on how performance could be improved, *e.g.* next time I will give myself more time to reach the target |
| **Finding out about work** | - Identify different jobs that people do in their school, *e.g.* the role of the teacher, caretaker and the school secretary  
- List three local employment opportunities  
- Describe one way in which people get a job or course of their choice, *e.g.* from a newspaper, information from a college  
- List possible jobs that they are interested in and find information on the requirements for the jobs  
- Visit a local employer and review the visit, *e.g.* name two new things learned  
- Use a variety of ways to check for the advertisement of jobs, *e.g.* local newspapers, websites, TV ad |
| **Preparing for a work related activity** | - Identify and list their own talents  
- Create a curriculum vitae including personal profile, education and work experience details  
- Participate in a short interview, *e.g.* mock job interview with a teacher  
- Keep a punctuality and attendance record for a month, *e.g.* using a scale 1-10, students can record if they are on time for school, class and if they attend school regularly  
- Carry out specific tasks in a range of roles in school, *e.g.* bringing attendance registers to the office, arrange classroom materials appropriately  
- Keep a record of tasks completed in a journal, *e.g.* start and finish times for a task, describe what the steps are in the task |
| **Developing an awareness of health and safety using equipment** | - Give examples of safe practices in three distinct workplaces, *e.g.* wearing protective eyewear in metalwork class  
- Use all tools and equipment correctly and safely in a range of practical classes, *e.g.* replace the lid on any liquids  
- Describe and use electrical equipment correctly and safely in a range of practical classes, *e.g.* use a mixer in home economics  
- Store all tools, materials and equipment safely  
- List the different procedures for self-protection at work, *e.g.* wearing protective clothing or a hair net  
- Identify the fire exits in a school, *e.g.* draw a map of the school, locating the fire exits  
- Follow the instructions for a fire drill, *e.g.* participate in a fire drill |
### Preparing for work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Learning outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taking part in a work related activity</td>
<td>Students should be able to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Gather background information to help plan and participate in the activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Sequence a number of steps to be taken to successfully complete the activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Assume a role in the activity and identify tasks linked with the role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Use key words associated with the activity correctly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Identify safety procedures and/or permissions required for the activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Learn how to use tools or equipment associated with the activity safely and correctly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Participate in the activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Review the activity to evaluate its success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Assess effectiveness of own role in the activity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Examples of work-related activities. Other vocational areas can be chosen**

#### Horticulture
- Identify some common trees and shrubs
- Use a range of common gardening tools and equipment
- Keep a gardening diary, logging the tasks
- Name the conditions that help plants grow and flourish
- Describe the four main stages of the life cycle of a plant
- Describe some functions of a plant leaf
- Demonstrate safe working practice in the garden

#### Take part in a mini-enterprise
- Decide on a product or service
- Identify the tasks and assign roles
- Raise funds for real materials by selling shares
- Record financial transactions
- Produce a product or render a service
- Create an advertisement for the product or service
- Sell the product or service
- Complete a review of the enterprise

#### Plan a school function
- Identify the various tasks involved in planning the function
- Design invitations and posters advertising the function
- Establish a budget and work within it
- Plan and prepare the refreshments

#### Organise a day trip
- Identify a destination
- Seek permission from the Principal
- Get permission from parents/guardians
- Create an itinerary for the day
- Identify an emergency procedure if someone gets lost
- Call the venue and make arrangements for the visit
- Organise transportation for the day
- Record the events of the day using a camera or video camera
- Write up a review of the day trip
Part Three: Assessment and reporting
Assessment in education involves gathering, interpreting and using information about the processes and outcomes of learning. It takes different forms and can be used in a variety of ways.

All assessment in junior cycle, formative or summative, moment-in-time or ongoing, SEC, NCCA or teacher-designed, should have as its primary purpose, the support of student learning. Research shows that the greatest benefits for students’ learning occur when teachers provide effective feedback to students that helps them to understand how their learning can be improved.

That is why a consideration of approaches to quality learning cannot be separated from a consideration of assessment. Ongoing classroom assessment practices are of crucial importance in supporting student learning and promoting student achievement. Ongoing assessment involves practice that is both formative and summative. Schools use a range of assessment methods for formative or summative purposes which emphasise the interlinked and complementary nature of the assessment process at junior cycle. These assessment practices build on existing good practice in teaching, learning and assessment.

Most of the assessment activities over the three years of junior cycle is formative in nature. Teachers use the learning outcomes provided by subject, PLUs or short course specifications as a starting point for planning a unit of learning and to develop learning intentions and success criteria to be shared and discussed with their students.

These learning outcomes clearly set out what the students should know, understand, and be able to do as a result of the learning and teaching activities which they have undertaken during the course of junior cycle. As part of their daily practice, teachers continue to assess students’ learning by observing and listening as students carry out tasks and by considering how they respond to questions.

Teachers use learning intentions and success criteria as the basis for providing feedback to help students plan their next steps in learning. Students are also encouraged to reflect on how they are progressing in their own learning and provide feedback to their teachers. In developing the capacity for self-management and self-awareness, students approach their learning more confidently and are better prepared to meet the challenges of life beyond school.

To engage with assessment in the context of L2LPs and beyond and for more information on learning outcomes, learning intentions, success criteria and features of quality see the NCCA’s junior cycle Assessment Toolkit.

Figure 1.1 illustrates how formative and summative assessment are linked. It provides a guide for teachers on how they might plan for learning, teaching and assessment at junior cycle.
Assessment in Level 2 Learning Programmes

Assessment is an intrinsic part of any learning programme as it promotes learning and supports teaching. Having established where the students are starting from, they are supported in coming to terms with the new learning in the PLUs. Then, by receiving regular feedback on their learning progress, students know when they are successful in learning and when they need further assistance to make progress. Gaps in learning are viewed as opportunities for providing good information on the student's current levels of understanding or misunderstanding.

The assessment generated by L2LP Priority Learning Units is classroom-based. Over the three years in junior cycle, students assemble evidence of their learning in a portfolio. Students submit this portfolio to their teachers and the students' work is assessed and reported on. The JCPA documents the achievement of the student in PLUs, as reported by the school.

Portfolio assessment

Schools working on the initial development of these guidelines identified portfolio assessment as an approach that is well suited to the students in question and to the kinds of tasks involved in assessing work on PLUs. Portfolios provide students with concrete evidence of their progress and achievements, which they discuss, review and share with teachers, parents and peers. This in turn enhances their self-esteem as active learners.

Portfolios can exist in hard copy and/or electronic form. An electronic portfolio, also known as an e-portfolio or digital portfolio, is a collection of a student's work created using word processing and other multimedia presentations.

Examples of types of evidence of learning that might be included in the portfolio are:

- written work (stories, letters, poetry)
- project work and/or work in visual arts
- charts, diagrams, photographs
- video recordings of the learner's participation in an activity, event or achievement
- recordings of musical work.
FIGURE 1.1
Using assessment to promote learning and support teaching
Assessing evidence of learning in L2LPs

On completion of a learning programme, students are expected to present evidence that they have successfully achieved the elements and learning outcomes pursued. The evidence can be presented in any of the forms or media above. Features of Quality, which are the criteria through which the student’s work will be assessed will accompany the evidence of learning. These will set out what the evidence should include/convey to demonstrate that the student has successfully met the relevant learning outcomes. An example of Features of Quality is set out in the following table.

Example of Features of Quality for an assessment task

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Learning Unit</th>
<th>Numeracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Element</td>
<td>Managing money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Outcome</td>
<td>Explain a shopping receipt in relation to what was bought, money tendered and correct change given</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Features of Quality**

The student’s work demonstrates understanding about:

- Where the goods were bought
- The date they were bought
- The items that were bought
- The total cost of purchases
- How much money was offered
- How much change was given

Evidence of learning can be generated through a wide range of assessment methods and in a variety of forms. The process through which evidence of learning is generated, gathered and judged is set out in Figure 1.2.
FIGURE 1.2
The process of generating, gathering and judging evidence of learning at Level 2

Teachers design/ select assessment tasks to generate evidence of learning

Evidence meets the requirements for Level 2 certification in the JCPA

Features of Quality are established to use in judging the evidence of learning

Evidence of learning is included in the portfolio

Students generate evidence of learning

PLUs learning outcomes
School reports

Effective reporting practice is sensitive to the self-esteem and general wellbeing of students while providing honest and constructive feedback. Schools have responsibility for ensuring that all students, including students with special educational needs, can make progress with their learning and that progress is reported appropriately. In the main this is achieved through differentiated learning and teaching approaches and, in the case of reporting, should feature progress made towards learning targets that have been identified and planned for by students, their parents, teachers and other professionals in the area of special needs involved.

Schools may wish to consider how they identify the progress of students who have special educational needs and are achieving at their own level of ability. In developing their reporting practice, schools may wish to find ways to show how all young people can learn and improve. In reporting the progress of students with special educational needs, particular care should be given to the impact that reporting progress using a set of descriptors will have on their self-esteem and motivation. For these students, schools may wish to adapt their reporting formats so that the emphasis is only on the qualitative comments about the progress made.

As with all students, the reporting process should provide a focus on ‘next steps’ for learning with an opportunity, where appropriate, for the student and the parent to comment on the progress that has been made.

Junior Cycle Profile of Achievement (JCPA)

The evidence of learning gathered in the L2LP portfolio will be presented for the JCPA. The learning recognised in the JCPA will be broadly aligned with Level 2 of the National Framework of Qualifications (NFQ). The JCPA will be issued by the school. Two curriculum components will feature in certification. They are the Priority Learning Units (PLUs) outlined earlier in these guidelines, and short courses. Apart from the requirements related to PLUs, schools and students will also include evidence of learning in two short courses.

The short courses will be similar in type to those at Level 3; they will be developed by schools and the NCCA, and some could also come from outside the school. As with PLUs, the content of short courses will be aligned with the learning indicators at Level 2 of the National Framework of Qualifications.

The fact that requirements for the JCPA focus on PLUs and Level 2 short courses does not mean that learners are completely confined to learning at Level 2. Where it meets the needs and abilities of the learner involved, their school programme can also include curriculum components at other levels. For example, the student could take a subject or short course at Level 3 and have their achievements at this level recognised as part of their JCPA also.

An outline of the main features and requirements associated with a JCPA at Level 2 is presented in the table on the following pages.

---

3 See the Framework for Junior Cycle for more detailed information on short courses.
### Key questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What components are included for certification?</td>
<td>1. Priority Learning Units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Communicating and literacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Numeracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Personal care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Living in a community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Preparing for work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Two NCCA or school developed Level 2 short courses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How many components are involved in certification?</td>
<td>There are two components recorded in the JCPA: PLUs and short courses (Level 2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For achievement in each PLU to be recorded on the JCPA, students must present evidence of learning in a majority of the learning outcomes for all elements of that PLU.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For achievement in each Level 2 short course to be recorded on the JCPA, students’ work must be judged to meet the Features of Quality of the Classroom Based Assessment (CBA) for the Level 2 short course(s) studied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What time should be allocated to the component on the school timetable?</td>
<td>Approximately 250 hours for each PLU and 100 hours for each short course.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who specifies the curriculum and assessment arrangements to be followed?</td>
<td>The NCCA has set out specifications and assessment arrangements for the PLUs in the Level 2 Learning Programmes: Guidelines for Teachers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>There is also an online L2LP Toolkit for use in planning learning and assessment of PLUs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The junior cycle Assessment Toolkit also includes assessment resources that are relevant to assessment in L2LPs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specifications for Level 2 short courses are set by the NCCA, the school or another source.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The NCCA provides examples and templates where the short courses are being developed by schools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What role does the NCCA play in assessment?</td>
<td>The NCCA, through the Guidelines and Toolkit, provides schools with sample materials showing how to assess learning outcomes in PLUs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The NCCA, through examples of Level 2 short courses, provides schools with sample materials on the assessment of short courses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What role do schools play in assessment for certification?</td>
<td>Assessment of PLUs and short courses and the awarding of the JCPA is school based.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All students who have met the requirements for achievement outlined above in relation to PLUs and short courses have their learning recognised for each curriculum component in the JCPA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How will the components be recorded in the JCPA?</td>
<td>Achievement in both PLUs and Short Courses (Level 2) is on the basis of the Descriptor Achieved.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Part Four: From guidelines to learning programmes
Introduction

The guidelines have been developed in collaboration with schools that have developed expertise and innovative practice based on their experience of what is appropriate and what works for the students in question. They are intended for use by all teachers and should also be accessible to a range of other personnel directly involved with the education of the student. These include parents/guardians, special needs assistants (SNAs), therapists, management staff, guidance counsellors, and other relevant professionals.

The students in question participate in a range of settings: in mixed-ability classes and special classes in post-primary schools, and in various types of classes and groups in special schools. One of the key ideas about learning programmes is that they should achieve the best balance possible between students encountering broad experiences and addressing their specific needs. Achieving and sustaining this balance in the design and running of programmes is a challenge – while special schools may be well placed to support the degree of flexibility proposed, mainstream post-primary schools that are structured, scheduled and organised to support the needs of groups of students rather than individuals often find the task of achieving the balance quite challenging.

3.1 The learning programmes in action

To assist in planning learning programmes, the learning wheel, (Figure 3.1) offers a schema that places and relates the different elements of the guidelines. The learning programme revolves around the student. It is represented as concentric circles on a wheel to act as a visual reminder and reflective tool for teachers and students that emphasises the importance of maintaining a holistic view of the learning. The concentric circles, from the inside out, reflect the students, aspects of their learning such as the IEP, the categories of learning outcomes involved, the PLUs, potential curricular areas included in the programme, the assessment and qualifications dimension and, finally, some of the principles involved. The table following the diagram describes the elements of the wheel in greater detail.

To support teachers in planning for learning and assessment an e-planning tool has been developed by NCCA. It is informed by the learning wheel so it assists teachers to plan in an integrated way, rather than seeing the IEP, literacy and numeracy goals as well as L2LP targets as separate entities.
FIGURE 1.3
Planning for learning: the learning wheel
Establishing a baseline for learning
The first thing to think about is planning a learning programme is what the student has already learned. The learner’s prior knowledge, special interests, IEP, and future aspirations are considered at this stage.

Knowledge, understanding, skills and attitudes
The next thing to think about is the knowledge, skills, understanding and attitudes we want the student to gain through the learning programme.

Priority Learning Units
Designing a learning programme involves selecting the most appropriate elements within each PLU for the student.
**Curricular areas**

The curricular areas offer a variety of experiences in which the student can achieve the relevant learning outcomes.

**Evidence of learning and qualification**

A range of methods are used to gather evidence of the student’s learning. On successful completion of the student’s learning programme the JCPA is awarded.

**Principles**

The principles underscore the development and operation of the learning programmes.
3.2 Some sample learning programmes

In developing some sample learning programmes that would demonstrate the guidelines in action, schools identified students from the relevant target group and generated a learning programme for them. The learning programmes describe a range of activities that schools are currently using with their students. The activities described in the sample learning programmes relate to the schools' own experiences in working towards an existing qualification/award, in some cases this is the QQI Level 2 Certificate in General learning and in others, it is the Award Scheme Development and Accreditation Network (ASDAN) award.

The sample learning programmes describe the PLUs for each student. The PLUs are chosen with the specific profile and needs of the student in mind. In general, it is envisaged that a student’s learning programme would run for the duration of junior cycle, and on completion this would lead to a JCPA. It should be emphasised that the learning programmes do not describe the totality of the student’s learning. There are other learning activities and experiences the student might undertake over the course of junior cycle that may not be described in the learning programme.

Learning programmes can include learning that is curricular and extra-curricular.
Learning programme 1: Paul (post-primary school)

Introduction

Paul is a first year student in a large urban community school with a student population of 1100. He has a sunny disposition, and is a very sociable 14 year old with many friends. He has a wide range of interests including rock music, swimming, drums and soccer. He is the youngest of three children and an only boy. Paul has Williams Syndrome (Williams Syndrome is a rare genetic condition that causes medical and developmental problems) and is functioning within the moderate range of general learning disabilities. Paul is involved with the Special Olympics and goes to music camp with the Williams Syndrome society. Paul attended a mainstream primary school and his parents are very eager that he attends a mainstream post-primary school.

The school atmosphere is pastoral and its structures and underlying philosophy are nurturing and supportive. It is characterised by its emphasis on partnership, collaboration and cooperation. Collaboration stretches beyond the school as Paul is involved in an outreach programme with a local special school and this is comprised of a multi-disciplinary team of an educational psychologist, speech and language therapist, physiotherapist and occupational therapist.


In first year students have an opportunity to sample some subjects, from which they choose their preferences to study in 2nd and 3rd year.

Each day Paul’s learning takes place in a variety of settings, the majority with his mainstream peers, and an average of two class periods per day in small group or one-to-one tuition settings.

Paul’s timetable has been designed to maximise his inclusion, while being mindful that he is easily tired. In this way Paul attends for 38 of the 45 class periods each week. He follows a reduced curriculum, taking Art, Craft, Design, Metalwork, Geography, Music, SPHE, PE, CSPE, and Computers with his peers, in mixed-ability classes. He works with a resource teacher and a small group (3-4 students) for his Mathematics and English classes for six periods per week each, and has four additional one-to-one withdrawal classes with his PE, Geography and English teachers. Each day Paul’s learning takes place in a variety of settings, the majority with his mainstream peers, and an average of two class periods per day in small group or one-to-one tuition settings.
Personalised learning

Paul’s IEP focuses on his learning strengths and needs and below there is a summary of his main IEP targets.

Summary of Paul’s IEP targets

**Literacy**
- to identify basic letters and develop reading skills beyond 3-letter words using a phonics based approach
- to work on appropriate social sight vocabulary and introduce story writing

**Language**
- to expand vocabulary
- to speak for himself when responding to questions

**Social**
- to greet adults and peers appropriately in school and classroom contexts
- to develop an awareness of people and places that are safe and unsafe
- to sort his materials for various classes
- to plan and execute a sequence of activities in school and out of school

**Motor Skills**
- to navigate the school building unaided
- to develop strategies for starting conversations in specific settings
- to take steps towards managing anxiety
- to develop hand eye co-ordination (practise with the keyboard)
- to develop a comfortable grip for writing

**Social maths**
- to develop an awareness of time and the clock
- to further work on the understanding of money
- to develop basic computation
With the IEP as a starting point, and using the curriculum guidelines, the resource teacher generates Paul's learning programme. In doing so he consults with Paul, his parents, his SNA, and other school staff working with him. Based on his current needs and strengths the most appropriate elements are selected from within each PLU and these are outlined below. Frequent and on-going discussions of Paul's progress and future plans take place both informally during the school week, and formally at his IEP meetings at the start of the school year, and at review meetings during the year.

### Overview of Paul’s Learning Programme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Learning Units</th>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Junior cycle subjects/ school activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communicating and literacy</td>
<td>• Reading to obtain basic information</td>
<td>English and all subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Using a range of writing forms to express opinions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numeracy</td>
<td>• Managing money</td>
<td>Mathematics, Business Studies and all subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Developing an awareness of time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal care</td>
<td>• Knowing how to stay safe</td>
<td>SPHE and subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living in a community</td>
<td>• Developing good relationships</td>
<td>SPHE, CSPE, Geography, all subjects, Meitheal buddy system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Using local facilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparing for work</td>
<td>• Developing an awareness of health and safety using equipment</td>
<td>Metalwork and all subjects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Collaborating

The resource teacher links in with Paul’s subject teachers to see how they might contribute to covering some PLUs in their subject classes. They also collaborate on ways to compile evidence of his achievements in his PLUs and this is mainly through portfolio building and his reading diary. A shared portfolio allows for communication between teachers as Paul moves from subject to subject on a daily basis. Paul’s teachers also comment on the current topics and/or skills they are working on using Paul’s portfolio.

The school learning support/resource team uses a referral box system in the staffroom where teachers can bring relevant issues to the learning support team. The team undertake to respond appropriately, whether through their own interventions, or through the sharing and discussion of strategies and resources. For Paul, this box system is useful in facilitating collaboration and teamwork in a large and busy school.

Differentiating

A number of cross-curricular projects have emerged for Paul through teacher-team collaboration. They provide Paul with opportunities for deeper learning and insight into topics already covered in the mixed-ability classes. They are a source of opportunities for Paul, covering multiple elements within the PLUs. When co-teaching in Geography and Science, two teachers regularly plan discuss and review strategies, materials and approaches to Paul’s learning. Strategies such as key words, group tasks, role playing and many others are favoured. The following paragraphs describe two cross-curricular projects that Paul is involved in.

Teaching and learning

Paul’s learning takes place through differentiated approaches, so that his learning is appropriately challenging for him. It is also concrete and organised in clear stages. Situating work on Paul’s reality makes his learning tasks relevant and increases the possibility of the transfer of skills to his experiences outside of his school life. Planned, specific links between subjects further assists the transfer of learning skills.

English and music

As music is a passion for Paul, a project on music types is included in his English programme.

Collaboration between the music department and the resource department assists this project. This project explores three different types of Music: Heavy Metal ‘Slipknot’, Irish Traditional and a Classical piece. The music is listened to and evaluated as to its impact on the listener. Paul is a fan of Mundy’s “Galway Girl”. He will look at the lyrics and listen to the music a number of times. The music department helps to put together an evaluation sheet for Paul to complete for each piece. This evaluation includes: the title, the composer, tempo, instruments, the meaning of the lyrics, and how the piece makes him feel.
**Volcano project**  
*(Geography, Art, Craft, Design, Materials Technology (Wood) and Science)*

Paul's Geography teacher also works with him on a one-to-one basis and during this time they are constructing a volcano. It involves vocabulary development, craft work developing hand and eye co-ordination, planning and sequencing a series of activities, measurement, and writing up the project. The craft work (using paper and glue, and a funnel) takes place in the Art room assisted by his Art teacher. This provides an opportunity to discuss a range of issues besides the Volcano. The work on the Volcano involves Geography, Art, Craft, Design, Materials Technology (Wood) and Science departments. During Science, the teacher demonstrates how the action of bread soda and vinegar with food dye can recreate the activity of a volcano. The base for the volcano is produced with the help of his Materials Technology (Wood) teacher. The final piece is Paul's presentation to his Geography class. The range of language and the opportunities for repetition of vocabulary in a very relaxed setting over a six-week period (one period per week) is very valuable to him. He looks forward each week to this class.
Paul’s Priority Learning Units

Communicating and Literacy

Paul’s parents feel that this PLU is the area of greatest challenge for him but would be delighted if he could write his name, address and fill in basic forms. They acknowledge that he would love to read and have noticed him picking up the newspaper attempting to follow a sports story. In conversation with Paul he identifies ‘learning the letters and how to read’ as important to him.

**Element:**
Reading to obtain basic information

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

**Language experience approach**

A language experience approach has been adopted to advance Paul’s reading and writing ability. In this approach a topic of interest to Paul such as a sporting event or a family event is used in conversation and then recorded in sentences. By cutting up these sentences and getting Paul to re-order them, he is learning new words that are relevant to him and that can then be read by him, and further adapted for development of reading experiences.
Reading programme
Paul follows a systematic phonological programme. His parents assist this work by practising the sounds and words at home. Pictorial prompts and visualisation work well for Paul. Paul is familiar with a reading programme from primary school and has enjoyed reading the stories about characters he knew well in the first term in post-primary. Activity books are used to consolidate his reading progress. The CD Rom of the series adds an extra dimension for Paul who is very keen on computers.

Social sight vocabulary
Photographs of the school’s signage were given to the primary school when Paul was in sixth class to allow him to be a little more familiar with the building. He also visited the school a number of times with his 6th class peers and with his parents prior to entry. Laminated flashcards of words and corresponding pictures from the school environment are used to teach sight vocabulary. The school collaborates with Paul’s parents to work on his social sight vocabulary focusing on his home as well as on the school environment.

Reading diary
A reading diary was created for Paul to track his progress in reading on a daily basis and at home his parents help Paul practise his reading.

Element:
Using a range of writing forms to express opinions

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

Personal storybook
The personal storybook is a major piece of writing kept in a scrapbook format which tracks Paul’s family, friends, his pets, likes and dislikes, hobbies and interests, neighbourhood and future aspirations. This piece of work is enjoyable for him and reinforces his sense of his environment. It gives him an opportunity to produce a unique piece of work that enhances his feelings of fulfilment. It is a reflective piece also as it tracks Paul’s early life and looks to the future. Paul uses commercially produced assistive writing software to create his story. Printouts are updated weekly in Paul’s portfolio. Paul frequently completes worksheets in phonic approaches to word reading, and to assist comprehension through cloze tasks.
Paul’s Priority Learning Units

Numeracy

**Element:** Managing money

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

Concrete materials such as coins and notes are used to role-play shopping. This involves recognising currency, counting correct amounts to pay and checking the change. Paul created a wall display of coins and notes in sequence and refers to it each day. This work is further reinforced during the frequent trips to the local shopping centre, which Paul takes with his resource class. Paul’s confidence about paying for something he purchased and for ordering something for example, in a local fast food outlet, has increased with each passing week. His ability to count out the amount needed and to check his change is improving. Paul’s parents support the transfer of Paul’s learning in this area when they bring him shopping and give him increasing responsibility on these trips.

**Element:**

Developing an awareness of time

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

Developing awareness of time is vitally important to Paul. His poor concept of time leads to increasing anxiety for him as he is unable to tell how long a lesson might last or when break time might come. Using a model clock the hours and portions of hours are taught. The idea of designing a Visual Scheduler was created specifically for Paul by his resource teacher. There is one per day and comprises a page for each period with a photo of the teacher and a symbol for the subject on the page. It is also colour coded according to the location of the classroom in the building and the colour of the doors to those classrooms. A small digital clock is placed on his desk for desk based classes so he can anticipate changes in activity and so that he is aware of when the class will end. For example Paul is asked to set 10 minutes for a reading activity.
Paul’s Priority Learning Units

Preparing for Work

**Element:** Developing an awareness of health and safety using equipment

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

List of key safety risks in the workplace

Paul’s Materials Technology (Metal) class provides a realistic context for learning what is safe in a workplace. Safety is specifically taught at the start of first year, and is integral to all and everyday activities in the workshop. The teacher makes basic rules clear, for example, no running is allowed in the workshop, no loose clothing should be worn, all pathways should be kept clear. In Materials Technology (Metal) Paul learns rules and safety procedures when making his key ring, mobile phone holder, and game. He learns safety rules and procedures with his peers and his attention is frequently drawn to the wall chart, where he can point to relevant illustrations and directions. Paul is now able to tidy away tools in their appropriate places and follows direction with regard to the safe use of tools and equipment.

Paul’s list includes words and pictures of what is safe and unsafe.
PLU

Paul’s Priority Learning Units

Living in a Community

Element:
Developing good relationships

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

Links with the wider community through Meitheal, a buddy system

A Meitheal system operates in the school. This is a buddy system where senior students apply and are trained to be a mentor. Each senior student befriends and mentors a small group of first year students. One of the areas of great value to Paul is the games club at lunchtime run through the Meitheal buddy system. This gives Paul the chance to mix with his peers and to improve his communication skills. He looks forward every day to his lunch break time with the other students. When asked what he likes most in school he will, without hesitation say ‘friends’. Contact with the other students is the most satisfying part of his school experience.
Element: Using local facilities

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

Identifying familiar places
Navigating the building is covered for all students in SPHE classes at the start of the school year. Extra support is provided for Paul by his resource teachers who practise this with him. As he tours the building achieving different tasks each time, his confidence increases. To assist him, a sheet of laminated coloured paper, corresponding to the colour of the doors on the four corridors, is attached to each classroom door that Paul uses and also at strategic locations on the corridors where Paul has to make a decision to turn. At break time he is very proud to head off to the canteen unaccompanied. His parents are delighted with this new sense of independence and he is more relaxed about school. Paul himself clearly identifies ‘finding my way around the school’ as important in his learning this year.

Participating in a school-based community project
Paul is involved in a cross curricular project on Community in his local area and this involves the following subjects - SPHE, CSPE and Geography. In Geography, Paul maps out the local area locating his school community and his neighbourhood. His project work on community looks at the local area and organisations that are helpful to people in the area. A visit to the local library and to the Youth Initiative (club) is part of his work in this project. The visit involves meeting with a key worker in the organisation and photographing the buildings for his portfolio.
Paul’s Priority Learning Units

Personal Care

Advice was sought from the psychologist at the local special school in relation to the element relationships and sexuality. Paul’s parents expressed a wish to deal with this element.

Element: Knowing how to stay safe

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

Personal safety

In SPHE classes, discussion takes place on the right to personal safety. Using a range of different scenarios, Paul draws stick figures to describe what should happen next. Situation cards are used in the class also, as well as role plays of how a person might deal with a particular situation.

Teacher and peer observation are used in a range of the PLUs for example Paul’s participation in SPHE discussion and his participation in the Meitheal programme.

Main assessment tasks/ activities for evidence of learning

Paul enjoys a challenge and loves to succeed. Therefore opportunities are created to respond to his progress and to recognise his learning achievements. Any difficulties he encounters are seen positively, and as opportunities to learn something new. Here are some examples from Paul’s school life.

In Mathematics, the teacher designed differentiated worksheets that enable Paul to move from one question to the next, getting feedback from his teacher, as he needs it.

His work on the computer assisted reading programmes gives instant responses to completed work, and enables him to revise, or adjust his responses appropriately.

The use of the reading diary records Paul’s work in reading on a daily basis and facilitates his parents’ direct involvement in his reading programme.
Paul’s portfolio work is the main evidence of his learning. He reviews his portfolio, with his peers during group resource time. Individual reviews also take place with his resource teacher. Paul’s parents have the opportunity to look at his portfolio during IEP and parent teacher meetings. The work that Paul has covered in his learning programme is currently being used as evidence of learning for the New Horizan ASDAN award.

Some reflections on the learning programme

As this was the first time the school had a student with Paul’s profile, organising a programme of learning for him presented its challenges. Having the guidelines offered a structure to work from. Paul’s priority learning targets from his IEP were addressed in his learning programme.

The planning work around Paul’s learning programme linked in well with his IEP. It was also possible to identify and capitalise on his love of music, sports and his interest in people in preparing work on his PLUs.

Getting Paul’s subject teachers to link into the learning programme required a level of collaboration, with some subjects presenting greater opportunities to develop the PLUs than others. In mixed-ability classes teachers included Paul in the teaching and learning to the greatest extent possible. Having more examples available of how to integrate the PLUs with Junior Certificate subject classes would be very helpful. The role of the SNA in supporting Paul’s involvement and interest is very important. The daily contact between the SNA and subject teachers allows both to receive feedback on Paul’s progress.

Parental involvement has been important to the success of the programme. Paul’s parents have been supportive of the work and feel that the school has individualised the programme for him. They felt there was anxiety on both sides at the beginning of the school year but were pleased by the lengths the school went to, to consult them. They are pleased with the variety of work available to Paul. They remarked that he loves learning new things and enjoys talking about them at home.

In Science he really enjoys the experiments. He can locate the equipment and work in partnership with two other students to do an experiment. He is fascinated by the mixing of chemicals which involves a colour change. In writing up the experiment his task will be to colour in the drawing of the apparatus.

Paul’s parents are very positive about how he has grown in confidence this year. Having a learning programme which can focus the learning in the area of communication has really supported Paul’s communication and social skills.

At the same time they feel the learning is challenging enough for him and any further pressure might be counterproductive. This is an area of concern for the resource teacher as well because, while the activities within the PLUs lend themselves very nicely to the junior cycle subject classes in first year, the teacher is concerned that this may not be the case in second and third years as the work becomes more challenging. For the coming year, the school is exploring the possibility of Paul linking in more formally with the local special school, for example one day a week to work on some specific PLUs.
**Introduction**

Fiona is a thirteen old student who attends the junior cycle section of a special school. Fiona has five older siblings, and is an aunt, who takes great delight in what her nieces and nephews are doing. She has an interest in music, dancing, fashion, movies and movie stars. She is a keen swimmer who represents the school in competitions. Her attendance in school is excellent.

Outside of school she enjoys meeting up with her friends, shopping with her family and particularly going to music concerts. She functions within the moderate range of general learning disabilities and has a diagnosis of Down Syndrome. Fiona can communicate quite well verbally. Fiona was recently diagnosed with Diabetes type 1 and is learning how to deal with this illness. When she leaves school, she says “I would like to get a job and earn my own money”.

---

In this school Lámh signing (Irish sign language) is taught to all students and is used alongside all spoken communications within the school so that every student is included and understands what is going on.

---

**Personalised learning**

Fiona’s IEP identifies her strengths, needs, talents and interests which forms the basis for designing a suitable learning programme for her. Three times a year, Fiona’s class teacher, Fiona, her parents, the SNA who works with her class group and the appropriate therapists (speech and language therapist, physiotherapist, and occupational therapist) meet to discuss her IEP. The table opposite summarises the information from her IEP outlining her baseline for learning at the start of the school year.
Summary of Fiona’s IEP targets

### Abilities, skills, talents and interests
- is sociable, friendly, caring and kind
- enjoys music and singing into a microphone
- is a talented swimmer – has represented Ireland in Special Olympics
- enjoys boy bands (Boyzone), shopping, make-up, hair and nails, clothes, fashion magazines
- is interested in boys and having a boyfriend

### Communicating
- can initiate and develop conversation can always make herself understood
- can form 4-5 word sentences, using appropriate vocabulary can deliver a message
- makes good eye contact
- becomes silent and withdrawn if a question is too complex says yes if she doesn’t know the answer to something

### Literacy
- can read simple sentences
- has a vocabulary of 100 words approximately
- can read most 4-letter words, relying on the initial consonant sound, context and visual prompts
- writes neatly (won a national handwriting competition) can write her name, struggles with her address
- can write simple sentences – My name is Fiona Murphy. I am a girl.

### Numeracy
- knows numbers from 1-20
- can add and subtract single numbers using the number line can read the hour on an analogue clock
- can recognise all coins €5, €10, €20, but cannot use money accurately when shopping
- has started to use the calculator for simple maths operations

### Personal care
- may not say when she has a pain
- has had a recent diabetes diagnosis, so needs to learn to self-monitor

### Living in a community
- enjoys family weddings, parties and local discos sometimes hugs people inappropriately
- may not express her feelings or needs adequately

### Preparing for work
- Fiona would like to get a job and earn her own money is not able to travel independently into town
A collaborative approach is also taken to plan, develop and evaluate Fiona’s learning programme and this is led by Fiona’s class teacher. Based on her needs and strengths the following elements from the PLUs are selected as the most relevant for Fiona.

**Overview of Fiona’s Learning Programme**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Learning Units</th>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Junior cycle subjects/school activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communicating and literacy</strong></td>
<td>• Reading to obtain basic information</td>
<td>English and all subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Using a range of writing forms to express opinions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Numeracy</strong></td>
<td>• Developing an awareness of time</td>
<td>Mathematics, Home Economics, and all subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personal care</strong></td>
<td>• Developing a healthy lifestyle</td>
<td>Physical Education, Home Economics, SPHE, all subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Living in a community</strong></td>
<td>• Seeking help and advice</td>
<td>SPHE, all subjects, working with the school nurse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preparing for work</strong></td>
<td>• Finding out about work</td>
<td>Home Economics and Geography</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Teaching and learning**

**Differentiating**

Most of Fiona’s learning experiences in school take place within her base classroom, where students work as a whole class, in small groups, one-to-one, and independently, as is appropriate to their learning at any particular time. Her interests and talents form the basis of much of her planned learning experiences. Fiona’s parents, teachers and therapists find that visual structures assist and scaffold her in her learning, so these are incorporated into teaching Fiona. Carefully structured and staged approaches are favoured for her to optimise her learning.

**Using ICT**

ICT is used to support and provide further applications of learning experiences, and is especially useful for Fiona, being highly visual, and multi-sensory. This also affords her independence and choice in her learning activities and supports collaboration with her class peers.

**Transferring learning**

While each subject period is allotted 30 minutes, Fiona’s class teacher identifies, plans for, and avails of many and frequent opportunities throughout the school day to integrate and apply learning for her and her classmates across the curriculum. Other applications of learning are facilitated through in-school and out-of-school activities, such as regular (often weekly) use of the school shop, local supermarkets, swimming pool, library, garden centres, and local café. Fiona’s experience and success in the wider community setting of the Special Olympics is an additional learning opportunity, providing a variety of contexts for the application of her PLUs.

**Linking learning with the wider community**

Fiona’s school welcomes contact with its neighbouring community. Open days, celebratory events, visits out, trips, and sport are some of many, ongoing means for outreach. The school is very involved in preparing students for the Special Olympics. In recent years this school has set up a link with a local post-primary school, whereby its transition year students get involved in some of the special school activities, during planned weekly visits. Fiona’s class then visits the post-primary school during second term to collaborate in a transition year activity - last year they made an artefact in a Materials Technology (Wood) class, and this year they are involved in a musical programme, exploring singing and rhythm.
Element:  
Developing an awareness of time

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

Teaching and learning time on the quarter past and to and the half hour, is directly dealt with during Mathematics class, and informally during the school day. Learning time is linked to fractions, folding circular and other shapes in two, and in four, and tracing the fold lines. These fold lines are then linked to hand positions on the clock face. Students learn to adjust the hands corresponding to their folds. Each classroom has a working clock, and the teacher uses large and small analogue faces to assist the students in their learning. Assembly starts at 9.30am each day, some classes start on the quarter to the hour and the students’ attention is drawn to these times. A large analogue clock is in the dining room, and Fiona’s attention is drawn to this daily. This links too with Home Economics – cutting toast in half, and dividing cake or pizza in quarters. Planning trips to the cinema or to the bank involve recognition of start times and opening hours. These also provide the opportunity to consider how long the trip will take and start and return times. Fiona’s swimming times, and records of these are of great interest to her, noting the differences in performance from one swim to the next and assist her in developing a concept of differing time intervals. Following a TV schedule for her favourite series also offers opportunities for time learning.
PLU

Fiona’s Priority Learning Units

Personal Care

**Element:**
Developing a healthy lifestyle

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

Weekly swimming and other team and individual activities with her classmates during PE also support good lifestyle choices. During PE the class keeps an exercise diary, and students are encouraged to include exercise they do outside of PE class. The school is involved in an Inter-Schools league and so opportunities to play with other teams and schools are also available. Lunchtime play and exercise offers further opportunities.

Communicating her emotional and physical state

Social stories, role plays and picture cue cards during SPHE class enables Fiona to communicate her feelings, both physical and emotional. The SPHE teacher poses questions like ‘What do you do if...?’ Opportunities for identifying and communicating her physical and emotional feelings are fostered throughout the school day.

Fiona’s well-being

With the assistance of the school nurse, who uses a pictorial sequence and role playing, Fiona is learning how to test her blood sugar levels. When required she goes to the nurse’s room and asks for her diabetes monitoring kit and with support she tests her own glucose levels, learning the significance of the outcome.

Healthy eating

Home Economics class on Thursday mornings deals specifically with healthy eating. Here Fiona learns about good food choices, how to prepare food, following a step-by-step recipe, for example, on grilling sausages - going to the shop to buy them, checking the date, putting the sausages in the fridge while she prepares for cooking and so on. In the canteen at breakfast club and at lunchtime, Fiona has opportunities to transfer her learning about healthy eating, and is supported in making healthy food choices.
Fiona’s Priority Learning Units

Living in a Community

**Element:** Seeking help and advice

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

While the SPHE syllabus explores this area through many topics including ‘Communication skills’, ‘Friendships relationships and sexuality’, and ‘Emotional health’, all curricular areas and school experiences offer opportunities for asking for help and support. In SPHE class methods like social stories and role play are frequently used to enable learning in this area. These include a great variety of situations that occur both in and out of school. These activities give rise to rich discussions on options that a person has in situations, support one might need and how to deal with them. A range of prompt questions are used in the discussions ‘What would you do if...?'

**Teacher:** What would you do if you were in G Stores and got lost?

**Fiona:** Don’t panic, ask a member of staff.

**Teacher:** How would you recognise a member of staff?

Fiona’s management of her Diabetes offers a real life situation for her, in asking for help to monitor her glucose levels.

In second term social stories, role plays and picture cue cards during SPHE class enable Fiona to communicate her feelings, both physically and emotionally. The SPHE teacher poses questions like ‘What do you do if...?’ Opportunities for identifying and communicating her physical and emotional feelings are fostered throughout the school day.
Fiona’s Priority Learning Units

Preparing for Work

Element: Finding out about work

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

During the school year Fiona and her class visit a variety of further education and vocational training centres. From these visits, students may choose further education options for when they leave school. Fiona will most likely need to be able to get a bus into town to get to work. So preparations have begun, through map work, discussion of landmarks in Geography class, followed by supported trips into town. In class Fiona is shown the route to the post office on a map, which she highlights, noting the key landmarks – for example traffic lights or certain shop.

Students take digital pictures of the route and the key landmarks from the bus stop to the post office. Once back in school these are printed off, and added to their maps, which can be used on the next outing. Over time, in this way, Fiona will learn to find her way to different amenities in town e.g. the local library, the swimming pool.
Fiona’s Priority Learning Units

Communicating and Literacy

Element:
Reading to obtain basic information

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

Fiona reads a series of short stories which develop her word recognition and comprehension. She can describe how the story has gone using pictures as prompts. Sometimes she draws pictures to convey how a story is going. Fiona’s interest in movies and movie stars is used to provide reading materials for her. Fiona compiles magazine cuttings of relevant pictures in a project on her favourite singers or movie stars. These are also used to look at various advertised products, and their uses.

In school all the symbols for toilets, fire exits and so on are international signs and symbols, and are displayed above or on the relevant doors. In class Fiona matches the signs with the corresponding words and explains what they mean using a range of pictures.
Element:
Using a range of writing forms to express opinions

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

Fiona goes to the bank with her classmates and they fill some banking forms there, e.g. depositing or withdrawing money from their accounts. During English class in school Fiona learns the address layout for envelopes and postcards. The class group address envelopes for birthday and Christmas cards. Other activities include writing short messages on postcards to family and booking on line for a concert she wants to attend, filling in the entry form for access to competitions, such as the interschool handwriting competition, or entry to her events in the Special Olympics. Other writing activities are also based on Fiona’s reading programme. She undertakes many writing tasks using commercially produced assistive software.

As Fiona is an avid fan of musicians and movie stars these provide rich contexts for personal written communication, using digital pictures, magazine articles and pictures. Watching a film with her class group also provides further stimulus for some of Fiona’s writing.

Recognising achievement
Fiona and her teacher discuss their ideas on how she might progress. They start by checking the goal of her learning and how her work meets that goal. Self-assessment is encouraged, mainly through question and answer sessions, such as:

Main assessment tasks/ activities for evidence of learning
Fiona and her teacher discuss their ideas on how she might progress. They start by checking the goal of her learning and how her work meets that goal. Self-assessment is encouraged, mainly through question and answer sessions, such as:

How do you think you got on? What could we do next time?

Fiona loves to get feedback and encouragement and an idea of how well she is doing. Her gradually growing portfolio of work is a source of great pride to her, and she enjoys showing her completed work at review sessions and on other occasions. Her parents have the opportunity to look at Fiona’s portfolio during IEP and parent teacher meetings. Her progress on the computer assisted reading programme is charted for each completed section, which Fiona can access and explain. She can modify and resubmit exercises and assignments, thus seeing for herself the progress she is making, or spotting where the error is and rectifying it. Fiona is learning to interpret the nurse’s charts on her diabetes, with a growing awareness of the significance of her results.
Some reflections on the learning programme

Fiona’s learning programme gives a structure and a means to address her needs and strengths which are outlined in her IEP. Her learning programme and IEP are reviewed on a monthly cycle through her teacher’s monthly reports. While the learning programme addresses Fiona’s individual needs many of the activities to develop the PLUs are appropriate for her class group as well. At the moment Fiona and her class peers are working towards the FETAC Certificate in General Learning at Level 2. A lot of the work covered in Fiona’s PLUs has contributed to this Level 2 FETAC award.

Fiona has gained a lot of independence since she started her learning programme. In particular her ability to find her way around the town has greatly improved.

Fiona is also now better at asking for help to manage her blood sugar levels. The learning programme has linked Fiona’s learning to her own life in a very real way.

To enhance Fiona’s learning programme it would be great to get a teacher to teach Materials Technology (Wood) and a Physical Education teacher would also be an advantage. Subject-specialised teachers would offer a greater range of opportunities for Fiona and her class peers to develop the elements within the PLUs.

Having a variety of teachers in Fiona school life reinforces the idea that she is doing the same as her peers attending mainstream post-primary schools.
Learning programme: John (post-primary school)

Introduction

John is 15 years old, and is functioning within the moderate general learning disability range. He is a member of the Traveller community and lives with his paternal grandmother and two other siblings. John’s school is a small DEIS rural co-educational vocational school of just over 200 students. The school offers the Junior Certificate, the Junior Certificate School Programme (JCSP), the Leaving Certificate, the Leaving Certificate Applied and Post Leaving Certificate courses.

The school organises the class groups in mixed-ability settings. John is in second year in a class of 24 students. His class is following a range of Junior Certificate subjects, they are participating in the JCSP. To support John’s learning he has a laptop and software.

John’s timetable is differentiated

The resource teacher modified the second year timetable in order to integrate the teaching and learning of John’s PLUs.

The aim is to work within the resources available, to keep withdrawal to a minimum and to maximise John’s learning with his year group. As John has an Irish exemption, during Irish classes he meets with his resource teacher and his SNA to discuss his progress, problems that have arisen, possible solutions and to plan the week ahead. This time is also used for one-to-one tuition in his PLUs. Another free time slot is used for visits out of school to town, for shopping or other associated curricular activities. Otherwise John’s learning takes place in the main classroom with his classmates. The Irish/cultural studies slot on another afternoon is used for a small group session with three other students who also have Irish exemptions, where the focus is on local and cultural studies.

His class is following a range of Junior Certificate subjects, they are participating in the JCSP. To support John’s learning he has a laptop and software.
Personalised learning

Through the IEP process, John’s strengths and learning challenges are identified and these inform the selection of PLUs for his learning programme. John’s main strengths and learning challenges as described in his IEP, are set out in the graphic below.
Very basic mathematical skills

Poor long term memory

Unable to read to a functional level, inadequate word attack and phonological skills

Writing limited to writing his own name
**Overview of John’s Learning Programme**

A collaborative approach is taken to designing John’s learning programme, which includes the resource teacher, his SNA and other staff working with him.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Learning Units</th>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Junior cycle subjects/ school activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communicating and literacy</strong></td>
<td>• Reading to obtain basic information</td>
<td>English and all subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Using a range of writing forms to express opinions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Numeracy</strong></td>
<td>• Developing an awareness of time</td>
<td>Mathematics, Business Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personal care</strong></td>
<td>• Developing a healthy lifestyle</td>
<td>Physical Education, Home Economics, SPHE, Science, CSPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Living in a community</strong></td>
<td>• Using local facilities</td>
<td>All subjects, Meitheal buddy system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preparing for work</strong></td>
<td>• Developing an awareness of health and safety in using equipment</td>
<td>Materials Technology (Wood), Home Economics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Collaborating

The school is characterised by an emphasis on collaboration, led by the principal and the management team, the special educational needs co-ordinator and subject departments.

The resource teacher meets each subject teacher to discuss the implications of John’s PLUs for their subject, and how John’s learning can best be facilitated. They agree on the building and maintaining a portfolio of work for him.

Planning and review related to John’s learning programme is also informed by visits to his family home. John’s family and the resource teacher agree and commit to ongoing communication to reinforce and support John’s learning in school, by visits to and from school, telephone, texts, and through John’s learning journal.

In school, collaboration is exemplified by his English teachers. John’s year group is divided into two English classes. Both teachers work very closely together on their subject programme, and collaborate to organise events for film studies, or when a local storyteller or poet comes to visit. Collaboration extends to the student cohort. John’s school runs a peer responsibility programme, such as the Big Brother Big Sister (BBBS) Programme and paired reading.

The school also has well developed links with other services provided by the VEC including facilitation of progression to adult basic education programmes, YouthReach and VTOS schemes.

Teaching and learning

Linking learning with the wider community

John’s timetable allows for two trips out of school per week. His teacher, SNA and his small group classmates go to local sites of potential learning, such as the bank and post office. As his school is in an urban setting there are lots of opportunities for learning signs and symbols and for modelling good and appropriate behaviour in various settings. Examples of these would be going shopping for wood for his woodwork project and going to the local graveyard to learn about local history. Other links with the local community include visits in from Health Service Executive personnel or guests who speak to students on awards night. There is an ongoing focus in school on John’s cultural heritage as a member of the Traveller community, and this is also fostered through interventions organised for Traveller students locally.

Subjects where ICT is integral

In Business Studies, John uses a calculator when he is working with numbers. John’s teacher photocopies simplified real life budgets and bills. With support, John reads the budget or bill and then uses the calculator to work with the figures. In Mathematics he uses his calculator almost daily. John and his classmates also play short games on the internet to reinforce topics that are taught. This also makes learning fun, as John likes working on the computer and it is something he does with greater ease than writing.

He also uses computerised mathematical games, both commercially produced and free downloads from the internet.
ICT

John uses his laptop while working on his various projects and while using his educational software in different subject classes. He also uses a printer and scanner and the internet to reinforce learning in Music, English, Mathematics and Business Studies classes.

John attends his timetabled ICT class once a week with the rest of his 24 classmates. Class content includes learning how to type, which reinforces John’s literacy, numeracy and ICT skills. John enjoys ICT and he was already familiar with some of the hardware and educational software from his time in primary school. He works on the same class content as his classmates but works at a slower pace. John is enhancing his literacy with a programme using free online software. John is assigned a place in the class-seating plan. He has to turn on his computer, let the virus programme run, locate his folder, open his folder, follow the lesson, save his work and shut down his computer properly. John learns the appropriate procedure by following the same steps in every class.

He also uses word processing in a range of short projects, for example he designed an advertisement to sell some of his pups. He loves using the internet to look up images of dogs and asks the teacher or a peer to read the accompanying text. He locates images of dogs on the net and pastes them into Microsoft Word. The pictures are then combined with common basic vocabulary. John enjoys printing out the pages and bringing them home to show his family.

His engagement with technology also includes using washing machines, microwaves, and ovens, all of which John encounters and uses repeatedly in Home Economics. John also uses this technology at home. On his trips out with his teacher or with his family John has the opportunity to use other technology such as an ATM.
PLU

John’s Priority Learning Units

Numeracy

Element: Developing an awareness of number

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

John uses the 100 square to help him recognise numbers up to 100. He reverses his numbers sometimes, so he practises and tries to catch and correct himself by filling in missing numbers in part blank 100 squares. John can add numbers up to ten on paper and uses a calculator for larger numbers. John draws a number line and uses it for subtraction and adding. He practises what he has learned using commercially produced software and his teacher downloads some mathematical games and number bonding worksheets for him and his classmates. Levels are variable, so John can work at an appropriate level while his peers work on theirs.

Learning in this area includes money, such as coin and note recognition by number and otherwise, calculating change, researching the cost of pups etc.

Transferring learning

There are many opportunities across the curriculum for application and transfer of learning in quantity and number, including in the subjects Materials Technology (Wood), Science and Business Studies.
John’s Priority Learning Units

Communicating and Literacy

Element: Reading to obtain basic information

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

John benefits from staged, repetitive, consistent and structured teaching methods embedded in real life contexts that interest him. John has an opportunity to select a book on reading day in English class. The teacher first reads the title and John is then asked what he thinks the book is about. Pictures on the cover prompt conversation. While reading, the teacher and John look at the pictures first and then read the text. Words that John needs in everyday life are sometimes emphasised, but the main aim is reading for pleasure. The books in the English room are of high interest but of low reading age. The same process is followed for John in a paired-reading programme, with a senior student volunteer. His aunt and sister read some basic books that he borrows from school. Many of John’s teachers use a keyword approach, pre-teaching important words. John uses a bookmark of key words, and teacher places them on a wall poster.

Element: Using a range of writing forms to express opinions

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

John is focusing on everyday basic vocabulary from the Dolch list of basic sight vocabulary, along with familiar functional words. Application forms for the driving test, tax and bank forms are useful resources for John to learn how to write his name, address, date of birth, and to help his familiarity with real life documents. Repeating activities like addressing envelopes, writing postcards and greeting cards reinforce his learning. John uses his laptop on a daily basis. Commercially produced writing assistive software that speaks text as he writes enables him to write and respond to tasks of his own choosing, and as directed by his teachers. John uses his laptop throughout the school day.
John’s Priority Learning Units

Living in a community

Element: Using local facilities

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

John belongs to many communities, including family, local, school and Traveller communities. He participates in a school-run student mentoring programme – the Big Brothers Big Sisters (BBBS) where a senior student mentor is matched with a first or second year mentee. The aims of the mentoring programme are discussed at interview – these included some of John’s social and communication objectives. Once the mentors are selected the mentors and mentees meet once a week for lunch, while supervised by the BBBS facilitator and a teacher. John and his mentor make lunch, sit, eat and chat. Together they then play games e.g. cards, a board game or listen to music with other mentors and mentees. John’s mentor models appropriate behaviour in the group. Through his unique friendship with John, his mentor is able to advise him on how to behave and to discreetly advise him on inappropriate behaviour.

John’s grandfather used to make traditional caravans. After detailed discussion in class John and his classmates looked up traditional Traveller caravans on the internet, copied pictures, and created a drawing using the pictures as models. John likes drawing as a hobby as well as in his Art, Craft, Design class. In this way his community membership is combined with a pleasurable, creative, leisure activity.

His art work is routinely displayed, alongside his peers’ work in the art room. His artefacts in Materials Technology (Wood) are also displayed and acknowledged.

As part of Irish/cultural studies John and his classmates go to visit the local graveyard. There they read names from tombstones, and tell stories based on people buried there. John loves to recount stories and these trips provide an opportunity for this. Sometimes John or one of the others will role play, e.g. a tourist, asking questions about families and places, and listening to the responses.
PLU

John’s Priority Learning Units

Personal Care

**Element:** Developing a healthy lifestyle

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

Healthy eating is emphasised in Home Economics in particular. John cooks and prepares simple meals with his working partner. The teacher uses simple menus that John reads with her help. John is encouraged to cook at home also. In Physical Education (PE) John learns how to put a healthy lifestyle into practice. Most PE classes are outdoors. John participates in the class with his peers, but he sometimes forgets his gear. Phoned reminders home usually sort this out. During wet days his teacher incorporates personal care practice, healthy diet and fitness into class work. This includes each student developing an exercise plan. John and his classmates take turns washing, ironing, and folding school football jerseys. John learns how to care for clothes and the importance of personal hygiene after exercise.

The BBBS mentors and mentees shop for healthy food for their lunch meeting. This provides an opportunity for John to practise using money and to select healthy snacks while shopping. The BBBS also provides an opportunity to practice preparing lunch with the group. The school is planning work experience for him in a local café in his third year.
John’s Priority Learning Units

Preparing for Work

**Element:** Developing an awareness of health and safety using equipment

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

The guidance counsellor gives John individual vocational guidance e.g. about the availability of further education and/or working in the community. A small group of students including John visit local adult education centres, YouthReach and training centres to explore further education opportunities with the guidance counsellor.

**Transferring learning**

Preparing for, planning and participating in visits out to e.g. the Fire Station, Garda Station and workplaces gives John an understanding that health and safety and personal safety are important. ‘What if...’ scenarios are used to prepare for trips out or John is asked what advice he would give his younger brother in certain potentially dangerous situations. John went on a trip with his Geography class, teacher and SNA to a local quarry, and had to follow strict health and safety rules while on site. In Home economics John learns hazard labels on products. He likes to copy and draw the symbols and learns them in this way. The Science laboratory, Materials Technology (Wood) and IT rooms all have particular rules on health and safety. John and his peers regularly participate in a fire drill, which practises safe behaviour during a potentially dangerous situation.

**Recognising progress and achievement**

John’s efforts and persistence at learning are acknowledged as much and as often as possible in school and at home. Teachers are consistent and as a policy, feedback is always communicated individually to John so that he knows what his next step in learning is. In class the date, homework and the purpose of the lesson is written on the whiteboard. John’s BBBS mentor is particularly gifted and helpful in his feedback to John. Teacher observation and differentiated task sheets are used to assess a range of his PLUs. All of his work is collected in his portfolio, which is reviewed throughout the year.
Main assessment tasks/ activities for evidence of learning

Student of the year and special recognition awards are distributed during awards night, and John has received one for his improved attendance and project achievements. This is an annual event attended by families, the CEO of the VEC, members of the board of management and other guests. John’s guardian has his awards for attendance and special recognition framed and displayed at home. John’s and his peers’ artwork is routinely displayed in the art room. His and his classmates’ project artefacts in Materials Technology (Wood) are also displayed for comment (John has made a tool box recently). His best work was put on display during open night, and he and some of his friends helped the teachers in their various rooms on the night to represent and promote the school.

Some reflections on the learning programme

Before John enrolled in the school, it did not have experience in working with a student with moderate learning disabilities. It would have been great to have the learning programme for him in first year, because before the programme his behaviour and attendance was beginning to deteriorate. Although John’s class is participating in the JCSP and they find it very beneficial as it shows progress through the completed statements, none of the statements other than those in the basic skills section are suitable for John.

The learning programme offers a way of putting a structure on John’s learning and a way of showing his achievements. This is very important as John will not be sitting any subjects in the Junior Certificate examination. John and his guardian are hoping that John will get certification for his time in school.

John’s family have reported that John was very happy in school. They commented on how he had become more assertive. The school feels that the learning programme incorporated learning embedded in real life scenarios and was cognisant of John’s interests and strengths. It is also clear that John has improved in all the PLUs — the most noticeable progress is John’s improvement in the use of money, time, ICT and social skills.

The learning programme needs to be communicated more clearly to all of John’s teachers so that all teachers are in a position to commit themselves to delivering the learning programme. One way of doing this might be to further break down the learning outcomes into more manageable steps for him in each subject class. This might also entail greater communication with all the parties involved in John’s education. The programme should be reviewed twice yearly, in line with the school policy on reporting back to parents/guardians on students’ progress. Further planning is needed in the Preparing for work PLU — some type of work experience would enhance John’s learning and further consultation with the guidance counsellor needs to be considered.

John’s class are participating in the JCSP and they find it very beneficial as it shows progress through the completed statements, none of the statements other than those in the basic skills section are suitable for John.
Mary is a 16 year old sociable, sensitive, popular and happy student. She has a considerable interest in music, which she shares with her sister who is two years older than her. She loves listening to music, singing, dancing and skipping and has excellent rhythmic sense. She can be quite shy and often needs prompting and encouragement to interact with others.

Mary is on the autistic spectrum and has a moderate learning disability. Her auditory skills are enhanced; she can hear and distinguish sounds from a distance. In school, noise is very distracting for her. A quiet learning environment suits her well. Mary has weak muscle tone and poor manual dexterity, and her organisational and sequencing skills are poor. Mary accesses speech and language, reflexology and music therapies during her school week. She also has an exercise programme for manual dexterity.

Mary is in her third year at junior cycle, and in a class of 8 students of varying abilities and needs, including students with behavioural problems. The class atmosphere is good humoured and class morale is generally positive. Mary attends a special school of 73 students, with 11 teachers and 12 SNAs. The school is co-educational, divided into primary, junior and senior cycles, offering programmes at Level 2 of the NFQ, Junior Certificate and Leaving Certificate Applied. The school’s culture is one of nurture, praise, encouragement, and challenge for its students. This leads to the enhancement of self-esteem and an appreciation of each student’s personal value and contribution to the school community.

The school’s culture is one of nurture, praise and encouragement, and challenge for its students, leading towards the building and enhancement of self-esteem...
Personalised learning

Mary’s IEP is drawn up by her class teacher, in collaboration with other professionals involved, her SNA, her parents and herself. It is reviewed and updated by this team at least three times during the school year, together with regular weekly review and planning by the class teacher. The priority learning targets identified for Mary in her IEP are:

1. The Promotion of independence for her in the area of personal care.
2. The building of appropriate and meaningful relationships with others.
3. The enhancement of her self-esteem.

An overview of Mary’s learning programme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Learning Units</th>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Junior cycle subjects/ school activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communicating and literacy</td>
<td>• Speaking appropriately for a variety of purposes and demonstrating attentiveness as a listener</td>
<td>English and all subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numeracy</td>
<td>• Managing money</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Developing an awareness of time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal care</td>
<td>• Developing good daily personal care</td>
<td>Physical Education, Home Economics, SPHE, Science, CSPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living in a community</td>
<td>• Developing good relationships</td>
<td>SPHE, PE, Materials Technology (Wood)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Resolving conflict</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparing for work</td>
<td>• Taking part in a work related activity</td>
<td>Guidance counselling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Teaching and learning

Whole school approach

A whole school approach is adopted to promote all students’ emotional development. This acknowledges each student’s unique responses to situations, activities and learning. Teachers and staff are committed to the development of emotional awareness for each student as the basis for all their learning.

Differentiating

Mary’s teachers often use social stories to personalise learning for her, and for the various groups she participates in throughout the school day. These target a specific aspect of her learning which is important in a particular topic in a learning area. Modelling is a method that suits Mary and her classmates. Teacher modelling, peer modelling, and watching commercially produced DVDs, whether on her own, or in small or class groups, also provides variety and focused learning opportunities for particular skill enhancement.

Mary’s teachers are aware of the value of multi-sensory prompts for enhancement of her learning. Real situations such as involvement in the breakfast club, work experience, and shopping are invaluable. In the classroom pictures are often used, as well as the spoken word, to develop skills and learning, e.g. sorting pictures into appropriate categories, using conversation cue cards to scaffold Mary’s conversational skills, using assistive technology such as laptops for reading programmes and writing tasks, internet browsing, and emailing.

Teaching and learning

Teaching and learning approaches include the use of music in learning, as music is a passion for Mary. For example, Mary’s teacher uses musical prompts to signal changing from one task to the next, and to signal break and lunch times (thus supporting learning about time. Music is also used in SPHE to explore of moods and emotions - students are encouraged to ‘draw the emotion’ – say boredom – after selecting an appropriate piece of music to correspond to boredom from a selection offered by the teacher. This leads to great fun among the group as they respond to different pieces. Mary enjoys these approaches.

Throughout the day there are many opportunities provided for pair work, where roles are assigned to each student. Mary often finds this very challenging and she is supported throughout, by prompting, modelling, and lots of encouragement.
PLU

Mary’s Priority Learning Units

Numeracy

Element: Managing money

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

This PLU is taught and learned through games, role playing, real life shopping experiences, as well as desk and classroom work. Recognition of money is through plastic coins and notes, then moving on to real money. Matching, and pairing exercises assist recognition, for example, *Find me the same coin as this one*. The coins are then laid side by side until they are matched together. This is then developed into equivalence matching games, and finding the coin and note combinations to meet required amounts. In class, make-believe shopping situations are arranged by the teacher with the group.

Mary is guided by an adult through real shopping experiences, finding an item she can afford, finding the right coins to pay for it, and anticipating the correct change.

Element: Developing an awareness of time

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

Mary learns to follow her own timetable using a Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS) style picture timetable. Pictures of Mary’s daily routine are laid out in sequence daily. Mary works on this with support. Thus Mary knows what activity is coming next. The timetable is drawn up with Mary and she colours and glues them in place. This enables Mary’s ownership of her daily schedule.

Mary’s comprehension and use of her timetable develops over time. She learns to recognise key times in the day, such as break times. Appropriate clock faces are associated with each pictured activity, so clock reading is combined with following the time schedule.
Mary’s Priority Learning Units

Communicating and Literacy

Element:
Speaking appropriately for a variety of purposes and demonstrating attentiveness as a listener

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

This PLU extends across all of Mary’s school experiences. Conversation about her musical interests, whether she enjoyed an outing, or her opinion of a new release by her favourite singer are all opportunities that are used to develop her talking and listening throughout the school day. Mary’s receptive language ability is strong relative to her expressive language. Role play, DVD examples and other modelling along with games, assist Mary to distinguish language appropriate to different settings. Conversation skills are prompted and modelled through a morning news style lesson. The teacher and Mary take turns telling their news. Questioning forms a vital part of this for Mary.

Teacher: ‘What did you do last night?’
Mary: ‘Television’.
Teacher: ‘Did you watch Fair City on television?’
Mary: ‘Yes’
Teacher: ‘Do you want to know what I did?’
Mary: ‘Yes’.
Teacher: ‘Ok, ask me!’......

Another example of learning in this area would be in Materials Technology (Wood). The teacher demonstrates to Mary how to do a task and gives a running commentary, e.g.

‘Now, Mary, I’m going to cut this piece of wood here and then we’ll cut it together with this piece. Can you hold this block for me?’

Mary’s response is that she smiles and repeats some of the vocabulary of the lesson. She enjoys the activity. At the end of the project Mary has a finished piece of work for herself, which she has achieved with some support, e.g. a shelf and a CD rack. With support and question prompts, she can describe in basic terms what it is and how she made it.
Mary’s Priority Learning Units

Living in a Community

Element: Developing good relationships and Resolving conflict

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

For this PLU, talk and discussion of topics during SPHE class is useful. Mary is involved in listening attentively to, responding to and initiating conversation, as well as participating in discussion. Particularly relevant are the SPHE topics of communication skills, friendships, relationships and sexuality.

Links with the wider community

Mary’s participates each morning in the breakfast club. This provides for learning in an atmosphere of calm and wellbeing, and gives students opportunities to interact with each other in a sociable way. The smell of toast and hot tea in the morning before class starts is encouraging to the students and gives them a positive start to the day. Mary thoroughly enjoys this social setting each morning. Her role on a day might be setting the table with an SNA’s assistance and drying up utensils afterwards. Her peers take turns in doing this with her.

Mary is an enthusiastic member of the school’s rings team. This fosters turn taking, competing, resolving difficulties that naturally arise in team activities – who does what, goes first and so on? Inter-school competition also enhances negotiation and co-operation in groups. This learning is further supported in PE through dance and other activities, through group and pair work in Home Economics, in drama class and many other collaborative learning opportunities across the curriculum.
Mary's Priority Learning Units

Personal Care

Element:
Developing good daily personal care

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

All Mary’s activities in this area of learning are practical and based in real life. Washing one’s face, brushing teeth, hair, and dressing oneself are taught by modelling. Mary has her own wash bag with face cloth, soaps, toothbrush and toothpaste which she uses for these lessons. She is encouraged to be as independent as possible and can complete these tasks with a minimum of prompting and support. Using zips and fasteners is taught in a realistic way also. Mary is shown which side of the zip to hold and which side to pull up with her right hand to close the fastener.
Mary’s Priority Learning Units

Preparing for Work

Element:
Taking part in a work related activity

Snapshot of some sample teaching and learning activities that cover this element

The guidance counsellor meets Mary once a week to review and plan this PLU. Mary is involved in the school’s in-house work experience programme. She takes responsibility for different areas of the classroom and school, with support. A rota of tasks includes ringing the school bell at appropriate times (linked with learning of time above), staffroom shopping and organisation, caring for the grounds, working in the school garden, assisting with recycling, e.g. colour coding and labelling of bins. The rota in which Mary participates also includes maintaining soaps and towels in the toilet. With SNA help, Mary gathers towels and soaps and travels around the school wheeling a push trolley, distributing clean towels to the classrooms, and taking used towels to the laundry. Mary is prompted, when necessary, to ask for the towels and uses social vocabulary of ‘please’ and ‘thank you’ in her interactions with school personnel. This is preparation for the out-of-school work experience offered to students in senior cycle, in a local hotel. Mary will be able to participate in this next year.
Recognising progress and achievement

The school fosters honest acknowledgement and recognition of progress and achievement in both positive behaviour and learning.

Whole school assemblies on Fridays provide opportunities for celebrating sporting, academic, social and other achievements.

Within their class each week students are awarded green and gold cards for specific achievements each week. Students of the month are proposed from each class. The overall winner receives a plaque and a framed photograph. Phone calls home and notes in journals also communicate achievements and learning, and recognise the positive progress of students.

Main assessment tasks/activities for evidence of learning

Mary’s class teacher acknowledges Mary’s learning strengths and her achievements on an ongoing basis throughout the school day, combining this with suggestions and support as to how she can meet some of her challenges.

Mary likes charting her progress and this is a continuous motivator towards further learning. Setting her new learning targets is also integral to her learning and its ongoing assessment for her. Sharing her learning successes and challenges with her family helps sustain and encourage Mary’s interest in her learning.

Mary’s learning is assessed by teacher observation of skills acquired and targets reached. Her portfolio is assessed weekly, with her, in terms of task completion. Class tests are differentiated. These are also stored in her portfolio.

Some reflections on the learning programme

The learning programme is a great way to review Mary’s progress and achievements throughout the year. It has been very useful for the school to link the review of Mary’s learning programme to her IEP review meetings. Going forward the school will need to pay more attention to different ways of gathering evidence of Mary’s learning, for example maybe taking a video clip of her demonstrating a task. It is also vital to establish links with the outside agencies involved in Mary’s care and to include them in the planning and implementation of her programme.

Mary’s foster sister has noted that she has become more social and she interacts more with her peers. She has become interested in doing things for herself, making her own lunch and looking after her appearance. Her foster sister is very concerned that Mary’s independence and life skills are the main focus of her learning programme next year.

Mary’s foster sister has noted that she has become more social and she interacts more with her peers.
Appendix 1:
NFQ Indicators of Level 2 Learning
An award at Level 2 reflects basic learning with well supported direction. The range is narrow. Learning is developmental but may include knowledge, skill and competence related to particular fields of learning, e.g. aspects of literacy and numeracy, within familiar contexts, including reference to the workplace. The award provides for building skills in relation to process and task completion under direction, and for enhanced recognition of the student’s own skills, abilities and talents, and of a capacity to deal with choice and decision making.

### National Guidelines of Qualifications Grid of Level indicators

#### Level 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge Breadth</th>
<th>Knowledge that is narrow in its range.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Kind</td>
<td>Concrete in reference and basic in comprehension.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know-How &amp; Skill</td>
<td>Demonstrate limited range of basic practical skills, including the use of relevant tools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Perform a sequence of routine tasks given clear direction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know-How &amp; Skills</td>
<td>Act in a limited range of predictable and structured contexts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selectivity</td>
<td>Act in a range of roles, under direction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competence Context</td>
<td>Learn to learn in a disciplined manner in a well-structured and supervised environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competence Role</td>
<td>Demonstrate awareness of independent role for self.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
National Framework of Qualifications

AWARDING BODIES
- FEETAC: Further Education and Training Awards Council
- SEC: State Examinations Commission (Department of Education & Science)
- FETAC: Higher Education and Training Awards Council
- B&H: Boston & Higher Technology Institute (awards of specified levels under DETEC, Authority from NTA)
- BIT: Ballyhoo Institute of Technology
- Vocational

AWARDS IN THE FRAMEWORK
There are four types of award in the National Framework of Qualifications:
- Major Awards: are the principal class of awards made at a level
- Minor Awards: are for partial completion of the outcomes for a Major Award
- Supplemental Awards: are for learning that is additional to a Major Award
- Special Purpose Awards: are for relatively narrow or purpose-specific achievement

4 A guidelines for the development, recognition and award of qualifications in Ireland, National Guidelines of Qualifications, 2003-16